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CHATEAU DU TRIGNON COTES DU
RHONE VILLAGES RASTEAU

”An intensive plot wine”

Story In the Rhône Valley, in the south of France, AOC Rasteau has its
own quality rating, encompassing both fortified sweet wines and dry red
wines. Sweet fortified wines have long been labelled AOC Rasteau, but dry
red wines have traditionally been sold with the Côtes du Rhône Villages
quality rating. From 1996, the village of Rasteau could be added to the red
wine classification through a permit, but it wasn’t until 2010 that a decision was
made, that as of 2009, AOC Rasteau has its own recognised quality rating for
dry red wines in the region. The most typical grape variety of Red Rasteau is
Grenache Noir.

Producer The history of the Quiot family, a French winemaking
legacy, is intertwined with the history of the Rhône Valley. Antoine Quiot
acquired his first hectares of vineyard in Vaucluse, specifically in the
Châteauneuf-du-Pape area, as early as 1748. Presently, the family owns five
wine estates comprising several hundred hectares of vineyards scattered
across the southern Rhône Valley. Following the unexpected passing of
Jérôme Quiot in 2018, the estates are managed by Florence and Jean-
Baptiste Quiot. The family's primary estate has always been the Domaine du
Vieux Lazaret, situated right in the heart of Châteauneuf-du-Pape. Domaine
Duclaux, Combes d'Arnevels, Domaine Houchart, and Château du Trignon
complement the holdings of this esteemed wine family, where history and
expertise converge, providing wine enthusiasts with an essential part of the
Rhône Valley's gastronomic world.

COLOR Garnet red

AROMA The intense scent is reminiscent of cherries, currants,
pomegranate, leather, herbs and spices

TASTE Rich, powerful berriness, appetisingly acidic, herbal and spicy

TIPS FOR USE Well suited for game birds, white meat, lamb and sheep
milk cheeses.

WINE TYPE Red wines
GRAPES Grenache

Mourvèdre
MANUFACTURER Jérôme Quiot
ALCOHOL CONTENT 14,5%
SUGAR CONTENT 2,3 g/l

PACKAGE SIZE 6 bottle(s)
BOTTLE CLOSING Natural

cork
BOTTLE SIZE 0,75 l
PRODUCT
NUMBER

147051
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